Abstract-The real-time streaming of bursty continuous media, such as variable-bit rate encoded video, to buffered clients over networks can be made more efficient by collaboratively prefetching parts of the ongoing streams into the client buffers. The existing collaborative prefetching schemes have been developed for discrete time models, where scheduling decisions for all ongoing streams are typically made for one frame period at a time. This leads to inefficiencies as the network bandwidth is not utilized for some duration at the end of the frame period when no video frame "fits" into the remaining transmission capacity in the schedule. To overcome this inefficiency, we conduct in this paper an extensive study of collaborative prefetching in a continuous-time model. In the continuous-time model, video frames are transmitted continuously across frame periods, while making sure that frames are only transmitted if they meet their discrete playout deadlines. We specify a generic framework for continuous-time collaborative prefetching and a wide array of priority functions to be used for making scheduling decisions within the framework. We conduct an algorithm-theoretic study of the resulting continuous-time prefetching algorithms and evaluate their fairness and starvation probability performance through simulations. We find that the continuous-time prefetching algorithms give favorable fairness and starvation probability performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE REAL-TIME streaming of continuous media over networks, such as the future Internet and next generation wireless systems, is a challenging problem mainly due to (i) the periodic playout deadlines, and (ii) the traffic variability. NTSC video, for instance, has a periodic playout deadline (frame period) every 33 msec while PAL video has a 40 msec frame period, whereby a new video frame has to be delivered every frame period to ensure continuous playback. A frame that is not delivered in time is essentially useless for the media playback and results in interruptions of the playback. The continuous media are typically compressed (encoded) to reduce their bit rates for network transport. The efficient encoders, especially for video, produce typically highly variable traffic (frame sizes), with ratios of the largest frame size to the average frame size for a given video stream in the range between 8 and 15 [1] . As a result, allocating network resources based on the average bit rates would result in frequent playout deadline misses since the larger frames could not be delivered in time, while allocating resources based on the largest frame size would result in low average network utilization.
To overcome these challenges, prefetching (work-ahead) schemes have been developed that exploit the facts that (i) a large portion of the media are prerecorded, and (ii) that many of the media playback (client) devices have storage space, by prefetching parts of an ongoing media stream. The prefetching builds up prefetched reserves in the client buffers, and these reserves help in ensuring uninterrupted playback. The prefetching (smoothing) schemes studied in the literature fall into two main categories: non-collaborative prefetching schemes and collaborative prefetching schemes. Non-collaborative prefetching schemes, see for instance [2] - [19] , smooth an individual stream by pre-computing (off-line) a transmission schedule that achieves a certain optimality criterion (e.g., minimize peak rate or rate variability subject to client buffer capacity). The streams are then transmitted according to the individually pre-computed transmission schedules. Collaborative prefetching schemes [20] - [29] , on the other hand, determine the transmission schedule of a stream on-line as a function of all the other ongoing streams. For a single bottleneck link, this on-line collaboration has been demonstrated to be more efficient, i.e., achieves smaller playback starvation probabilities for a given streaming load, than the statistical multiplexing of streams that are optimally smoothed using a non-collaborative prefetching scheme [28] . We also note that there are transmission schemes which collaborate only at the commencement of a video stream, e.g., the schemes that align the streams such that the large intracoded frames of the MPEG encoded videos do not collude [30] .
A common characteristic of the existing collaborative prefetching schemes is that they are designed based on a discrete-time model, that is, the scheduling decisions are computed at discrete time instants. In particular, the majority of the exiting collaborative prefetching schemes calculate the transmission schedule on a per-frame period basis [20] , [24] - [29] . These schemes essentially consider each frame period as a new scheduling problem and attempt to fit as many video frames as possible in the transmission capacity (link bit rate in bit/sec frame period in sec) available in the currently considered frame period. Frames are generally not scheduled across frame periods. This leads to inefficiencies as some amount of available transmission capacity at the end of a frame period goes unused as no frame is small enough to fit into the remaining capacity. Similar inefficiencies arise when frames are first smoothed over an MPEG Group-of-Pictures (GoP) and then scheduled using a JSQ like strategy executed on a per-frame period basis [22] , or when the scheduling decisions for the transmission of individual frames are computed at discrete slot times [21] , [23] .
Another common characteristic of the existing collaborative prefetching schemes is that they were primarily designed and studied for minimizing the number of lost frames, i.e., the frame loss probability. Since video frames requiring many bits for encoding have generally a larger impact on the delivered video quality than video frames requiring only few encoding bits, the number of lost bits, i.e., the information (bit) loss probability, is an important metric when streaming compressed video.
In this paper we conduct an extensive study on collaborative prefetching in a continuous-time model considering both the frame loss probability and the information loss probability. The continuous-time model overcomes the outlined inefficiency of the discrete-time model by allowing for video frames to be transmitted continuously across frame periods. The discrete playout deadlines of the video frames need to be still considered, even in the continuous-time model, and our algorithms ensure that frames that would not meet their deadline are not transmitted. We specify a generic framework for continuous-time prefetching and an array of priority functions to be used for making scheduling decisions within the framework. The priority functions are based on numbers of transmitted video frames and numbers of transmitted (or lost) video information bits. We conduct an algorithm-theoretic study of the resulting continuous-time prefetching algorithms and evaluate their fairness as well as frame and information starvation probability performance through simulations. We find that the continuous-time prefetching algorithms give favorable fairness performance and significantly reduce the starvation probability compared to discrete-time prefetching schemes. This paper is organized as follows. In the following section we describe the problem set-up and introduce the notations used in the continuous-time modeling of the collaborative prefetching. In Section III, we develop the generic framework for continuous-time collaborative prefetching and introduce a wide array of priority functions to be used within the framework. In Section IV, we conduct an algorithm-theoretic complexity analysis of the prefetching framework. In Section V, we conduct an algorithm-theoretic analysis of the prefetching algorithm using the frame-based priority function in the prefetching framework, while in Section VI we analyze the bit-based prefetching algorithms. In Section VII, we present simulation results illustrating the fairness and starvation probability performance of the continuous-time prefetching algorithms and compare with the discrete time algorithms. In Section VIII, we summarize our findings.
II. CONTINUOUS-TIME MODEL AND NOTATIONS
In our system model, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 , a number of prerecorded continuous media streams are stored in mass storage in the server. We assume that the server is in one of the following states, busy-with-transmission, busy-with-scheduling, or idle. When the server is in the busy-with-transmission state, a frame is being transmitted to the corresponding client. When the transmission of the frame is complete, i.e., when the server has sent out the last bit of the frame, the server becomes idle. If the server has more frames to be delivered, then the server enters the busy-with-scheduling state. The busy-with-scheduling state can be masked by overlapped it with the preceding busy-with-transmission state, i.e., during transmission of a frame to client , the server computes the next frame to be transmitted. We assume in this paper that the time that it takes to decide on the scheduling of the next frame is less than or equal to the transmission time of the smallest video frame, which is reasonable given our time complexity results for the prefetching algorithms. This allows for masking of the schedule computing time for all frames.
In our continuous-time model, frame deadlines are still chosen from a discrete, evenly spaced set of time slots of length , the common basic frame period of the videos in seconds. However, scheduling and transmission of frames proceed in a continuous-time fashion. A frame will be scheduled while a previously scheduled frame is being transmitted, and right after the current transmission ends (i.e., its last bit is sent out), the newly scheduled frame will start being transmitted. Once a video frame arrives at a client, it is placed in the client's prefetching buffer. For our model we assume that the time is set to be 0 (i.e., ) when the server initiates scheduling and transmitting frames for clients. We also assume that at time , the first frame of each stream has deadline . In other words, the first frame of a stream should arrive at the corresponding client before or on time to be decoded and displayed during the first frame period . If at time , a complete video frame with deadline is not in the prefetch buffer, the client suffers playback starvation and loses the frame.
For simplicity of notation, which we summarize in Table I , we assume that time is normalized by the frame period . The frame with playback deadline , is removed from the buffer and decoded at normalized time , and displayed during time . Each client displays the first frame (frame 1) of its video stream during the time period [1, 2) , and then removes the second frame from its prefetch buffer at time and displays it during time period [2, 3) , and so on. Formally, we let denote the deadline of frame of stream and note that with our assumptions, . If a video frame with deadline cannot be scheduled before or at time , where denotes the size of frame with deadline (or -th frame) of stream , then it is dropped at the server and the client will suffer a frame loss during time period . We let , , denote the lowest indexed frame for stream that is still on the server and has not been dropped at time . In other words, is the frame with the earliest playout deadline that can still be transmitted to meet its deadline. Let denote the earliest deadline frame among the ongoing streams on the server at time , i.e., . We assume that initially, at time , all streams have an infinite number of frames to be transmitted to the corresponding clients and their prefetch buffers are empty. We let , , denote the number of video frames that have been transmitted to client up to time (and note the initial condition for ). Let , , denote the number of bits that have been transmitted to client up to time .
We let , , denote the number of video frames of stream that have missed their playout deadline up to time . The counter is incremented by one whenever client wants to retrieve a video frame from its buffer, but does not find a complete frame in its buffer. Let , , denote the number of bits of stream that have missed their playout deadline up to time . We let , , denote the number of bits in the prefetch buffer of client at time (and note that for all clients ). Note that the buffer constraint must be satisfied for all clients , , for all times . Although the case of limited prefetch buffer capacities is more realistic, for ease of analysis we initially consider the case of unlimited prefetch buffer capacities (or sufficiently large buffer capacities).
We define the frame loss (starvation) probability of client as (1) Similarly, we define the information loss probability of client as (2) We define the average frame loss probability as and the average information loss probability as .
III. PREFETCHING FRAMEWORK AND PRIORITY FUNCTIONS
In our effort to study the problem of scheduling video frame transmissions for the collaborative prefetching of continuous media in continuous time, we first present a generic prefetching framework. This framework is divided into two basic categories according to the capacities of clients-unlimited buffer capacities and limited buffer capacities. We use the unlimited buffer capacity scenario to study the effects of the limited network capacity on the video prefetching. With limited prefetch buffer capacities, we can study the effects of both the limited network capacity and the limited client buffer capacity. In our algorithm-theoretic analysis of the proposed prefetching algorithms we consider the unlimited prefetch buffer capacity, whereas in our simulations we examine the effect of limited prefetch buffer capacities.
In this section, we first present the generic scheduling frameworks for the continuous-time model and subsequently introduce the different priority functions that are employed within the frameworks. Before we introduce the scheduling framework and priority functions we briefly discuss the difficulties of finding optimal solution to the continuous-time prefetching of continuous media. The objectives of a scheduling algorithm for the continuous-time model are (i) to minimize the total number of lost frames (or minimize the total number of lost bits) and (ii) to treat the clients fairly. If we consider only objective (ii), fairness among clients, then it can be easily achieved by sending one frame per stream. However, this problem becomes considerably more involved when we consider the first objective: If we only try to maximize the number of transmitted frames, then there is an analogy between this problem and the standard job scheduling problem on a single processor. The standard job scheduling problem is defined as follows. There is a stream of tasks. A task may arrive at any time and is assigned a value that reflects its importance. Each task has an execution time that represents the amount of time required to complete the task, and a deadline by which the task is to complete execution. The goal is to maximize the sum of the values of the tasks completed by their deadlines. The analogy between the two scheduling problems is that the streams can be viewed as one stream where some of tasks (frames) have the same deadline. Each frame is assigned a value which is equal to one, and an execution time which depends on the frame size. The off-line version of this problem, where the time constraints of all tasks are given as input, is known to be NP-hard [31] . A number of studies have proposed on-line heuristics to handle situations when the system is overloaded [31] - [33] . It is known that the earliest deadline first policy gives the optimal solution when the system is underloaded [34] . Fig. 2 describes the generic prefetch algorithm framework for the case of unlimited prefetch buffer capacity. In this case the only consideration is the discrete deadline of each frame. The priority of a stream will be defined by a priority function as detailed shortly. In the algorithm framework in Fig. 2 , we neglect the masking of the busy-with-scheduling state, i.e., assume the schedule computation takes negligible time. If this time is significant, the algorithm execution would need to start earlier such that it is completed when the server completes the current frame transmission at time . The status of the various counters of numbers of transmitted or lost bits or frames at time is known at this earlier time when the algorithm starts executing and to be used in the algorithm's calculations.
A. Generic Prefetching Frameworks
In the case of limited client prefetch buffer space, the server must be aware of the clients' prefetch buffers to prevent loss caused by an overflow at the client side. Hence the server cannot schedule frames for a client whose prefetching buffer is full even though network capacity is available, as detailed in the algorithm framework in Fig. 3 .
Importantly, the outlined generic prefetching frameworks collaboratively consider all ongoing streams by computing the priorities for all streams , and selecting the stream with the highest priority for frame transmission.
B. Priority Functions
Within the presented algorithm framework we conduct an extensive study of prefetching algorithms that use different priority functions . We broadly categorize the priority functions into being based on the number of video frames or the number of video information bits. The aim of the frame-based priority function is primarily to minimize , whereas the bit-based priority functions aim at minimizing . In the remainder of this section we introduce the intuition behind the different priority functions, which are summarized in Table II , and give a brief overview of their performance. The individual prefetching algorithms obtained by employing the different priority functions within the prefetching framework are formally specified and analyzed in Sections V and VI and evaluated through simulations in Section VII.
1) Frame-Based Priority Function:
• Transmitted Frames (TF): If we maximize the number of transmitted frames, we would expect to minimize frame loss. Therefore, we propose a greedy local algorithm that prioritizes the streams based on the number of frames transmitted so far, i.e., according to . With the TF priority function, the stream with the least number of transmitted frames has the highest priority. This algorithm strives to equalize the number of lost frames among the clients. This algorithm has a good approximation ratio when compared to an optimal offline algorithm when considering long streams. We found from our simulations that this algorithm produces essentially the same frame loss probability for all clients. However, we have observed that the information loss probabilities may slightly vary among clients.
2) Bit-Based Priority Functions: Transmitted Bits:
• Normalized Transmitted Bits (NTB): This scheduling policy is designed to minimize the loss probabilities by maximizing the number of normalized transmitted bits, i.e., , whereby the stream with the has the highest priority. One shortcoming of the priority function based on the average frame size is that they may not accurately reflect the actual average data rate: The average frame size represents the average frame size of the entire video stream. However, the average frame size in the part of the stream that has been transmitted in the recent past and is currently considered for transmission may differ from the average frame size over the entire stream. To overcome this problem we propose the following alternative.
• Ratio of Transmitted Bits (RTB): This priority function is based on the ratio of the number of transmitted bits to the total number of bits that have been considered to be scheduled so far i.e., . This priority function is designed to minimize the loss probabilities by maximizing the number of transmitted bits.
• Weighted Normalized Transmitted Bits (WNTB): The drawback of the preceding bit-based priority functions is that the frame deadlines are not directly taken into consideration, and hence they may cause increased information loss by prefetching frames far in the future rather than scheduling an imminent frame. As a consequence, unnecessary losses may occur and overall performance may be degraded. Hence, we propose a weighing of the number of transmitted bits by multiplying them with the number of frames currently in the corresponding prefetch buffer, i.e., . If a client has some frames in its prefetch buffer, it can display frames without starvation for some time. In contrast, an empty prefetch buffer implies that the first frame of the corresponding stream should be immediately transmitted to avoid starvation. This WNTB priority function ensures that even clients with a large number of successfully transmitted bits can still be chosen by the algorithm for transmission if they are close to starvation.
• Weighted Ratio of Transmitted Bits (WRTB) This priority function combines the weighing with the normalization by the actual number of bits considered for scheduling, i.e., uses the priority function .
3) Bit-Based Priority Functions: Lost Bits:
To ensure an extensive evaluation of bit-based priority functions we also consider priority functions employing the number of lost bits. More specifically, we consider the lost bits based counterparts of the NTB, RTB, and WRTB policies.
• Normalized Lost Bits (NLB): The NLB priority function considers the amount of lost bits normalized by the average frame size of the video stream, i.e., . The stream with the largest accumulated normalized lost bits has the highest priority.
• Ratio of Lost Bits (RLB): The RLB priority function is based on the ratio of the number of lost bits to the total number of bits that have been considered to be scheduled so far, i.e., . The stream with the largest ratio has the highest priority.
• Weighted Ratio of Lost Bits (WRLB) This priority function combines the weighing by the number of frames currently in the prefetch buffer, achieved through the factor , with the RLB priority, i.e., the WRLB priority function is .
IV. TIME COMPLEXITY OF GENERIC PREFETCH ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK In this section we analyze the computing time complexity of the generic prefetch algorithm framework. It suffices to analyze time complexity of the generic algorithm, since all the proposed prefetch algorithms follow the basic framework of the generic algorithm but use different priority functions, each of which can be computed in constant time.
In the following, we compute the time taken for each step in the algorithm frameworks presented in Figs. 2 and 3 , thus determining the time complexity of the algorithm used for scheduling the next frame for transmission. Since it takes only a constant time to compute the priority of each stream (or client) at Step 1 for all streams, it takes time to compute the current priorities for all streams. Finding the stream with the highest priority takes time at
Step 2 and checking if the first frame of the selected stream satisfies the deadline constraint takes another constant time. In a naive implementation of the algorithms, we may need many iterations until we find a frame to be scheduled that can meet its deadline.
We can optimize the algorithms by initially checking the deadline constraint for all streams and dropping any frames whose deadline is smaller than , before we compute the priority of each stream. Note that according to this implementation, there cannot be any undropped frames with deadline smaller than at time (since the size of the previously scheduled frame is at most , ensuring that it can be transmitted within one frame period) and hence the added complexity for checking the deadlines of the unscheduled frames is since is a constant. The overall complexity of the algorithms would then be for one execution of the continuous-time prefetch algorithm, which decides on the scheduling of a video frame.
The computational complexity of the common discrete-time prefetch algorithms is given in terms of the computational effort required to compute the video frame transmission schedule for a frame period of length . In order to facilitate the comparison of discrete-time and continuous-time prefetch algorithms we characterize the computational complexity of the continuous-time prefetch framework for a frame period as follows. We let denote the smallest frame among the ongoing streams and note that at most frames can be scheduled per frame period. Hence, the worst-case computational complexity of the continuous-time prefetching framework is for computing the schedule for a frame period. The corresponding complexities are for JSQ [28] , for DC [21] , and for BP [27] . Thus, continuous-time prefetching has comparable computational complexity to discrete-time prefetching.
V. SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF TF ALGORITHM
In this section we specify in detail and analyze the prefetch algorithm obtained by employing the frame-based TF priority function in the algorithm framework. The resulting least Transmitted Frames (TF) prefetch algorithm schedules frames as follows: At time , from among all ongoing streams , pick the streams that have the minimum number of transmitted frames . If there is more than one stream with the minimum , then pick the stream that has the frame with the earliest deadline and schedule this frame. If there is still a tie, then pick the stream that has the smallest frame and schedule its frame. The TF prefetch algorithm has the primary goal to achieve small frame loss probabilities and is specified in Fig. 4 . The TF algorithm defines the priority of stream at time as For the convenient calculation of this priority we define the counter to be the number of video frames of stream that have already missed their playout deadlines up to time , including the frames that have not yet been identified and dropped by the algorithm. This counter, which is maintained as specified in Fig. 4 , is necessary since the number of dropped frames is updated only when a client wants to retrieve a frame from its buffer. Frames that are still in the server but cannot be delivered to the corresponding clients by their deadlines are hence not necessarily reflected by the counter . The equivalence holds as long as the frames for each stream are transmitted in their deadline order, which is the case for our prefetch policies.
With the TF prefetch algorithm, the stream with the smallest value has the highest priority. Note that if the value of is the same for all the streams, then the stream with the most frame losses has the highest priority. If any two streams, say stream and , have the highest priority, then the TF algorithm selects the stream with . At the end of the TF algorithm, one stream is selected to schedule and transmit its lowest indexed frame.
A. Fairness Properties of TF Prefetch Algorithm
The following two claims show the fairness of the proposed TF algorithm. have the same priority. The above lemma shows that the proposed algorithm minimizes the difference between the maximum number of transmitted frames and the minimum number of transmitted frames. We define the class of fair algorithms as being the set of algorithms for which Lemma 1 holds. . If frame misses its deadline, so does frame . Hence the corollary holds. Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 taken together show that the TF prefetching algorithm distributes the frame losses evenly among clients. An algorithm for which Lemma 1 holds, but for which Corollary 1 does not hold, could treat clients unfairly by dropping more frames for some clients than for other clients while maintaining the number of transmitted frames equalized across all clients.
B. Efficiency Properties of TF Prefetch Algorithm
We define a round to be a time interval during which each stream schedules and transmits exactly one frame using the TF algorithm. More specifically, we define the round such that all streams have transmitted the same number of frames at the beginning of a round, and each stream has increased its number of transmitted frames by one at the end of the round. Intuitively, if we minimize the time required to complete each round then we minimize starvation. Without loss of generality, we suppose that one round started at time 0 and it took time to complete this round. If , then all streams would transmit their frames-exactly one frame per stream-without any frame losses. If where is an integer, then each stream that transmits its frame at time will experience exactly frame losses, and each stream that transmits its frame at time will experience exactly frame losses. Intuitively, any fair algorithm must proceed in rounds. Otherwise, Lemma 1 would be violated. We label the rounds according to the number of transmitted frames at the start of the round, i.e., round starts when one of the streams has transmitted frames (while the other streams still have transmitted frames), and round ends when all streams have transmitted exactly frames.
We analyze the amount of time required to complete one round. We define to be the maximum value of the ratio of the largest frame size to the smallest frame size over all streams. i.e.,
. We show that the proposed TF algorithm is an -approximation on minimizing the time required to complete a round. More specifically, we compare round for our proposed algorithm and an optimal algorithm. Assume that is the index of the scheduled frame for stream in this round using the proposed algorithm. Let denote the time required to transmit frame , i.e., . Then the total time taken to complete this round is . Let be the index of the scheduled frame for stream that minimizes the total time for this round, i.e., the optimal solution for this round is . If no stream drops its frame during this round, then . Let be the set of streams such that . Note that since . Thus,
which proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 1:
The TF prefetch algorithm is an -approximation on minimizing the time required to complete a round, where is the maximum ratio of the largest frame size to the smallest frame size from the ongoing streams.
Theorem 2: Any fair algorithm requires at most time to complete a round with high probability.
Proof: We naturally assume that the capacity of the link is large enough to accommodate the sum of the average frame sizes, i.e., that . We also assume that the probability that the traffic from the ongoing streams exceeds the link capacity is less than a small constant , i.e., (9) where is the size of an arbitrary frame of stream . We recall that we have defined a unit of time to be the frame period with length . For example, one time unit starting at time is the interval and two time units starting at time is the interval and so on. We show that any fair algorithm completes one round in time units with high probability as follows.
At least one stream could not send its frame in units At least one stream could not send its frame in the first time unit At least one stream could not send its frame in the second time unit
At least one stream could not send its frame in the -th time unit
Hence, with high probability it takes at most time to send exactly one frame per stream. This analysis holds for any scheduling algorithm as long as the algorithm is fair.
The preceding results imply that we have at most frame losses per client during one round with high probability. At any time our algorithm has sent at least frames per client and an optimal algorithm has sent at most frames per client. Thus, the number of transmitted frames for each client according to the optimal algorithm is at most times larger than the number of frames transmitted according to our algorithm.
VI. SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF TRANSMITTED BIT-BASED ALGORITHMS
In this section we consider the prefetch algorithms obtained with the priority functions based on the number of transmitted bits in the prefetch algorithm framework. The resulting bit-based prefetching algorithms have the primary goal to achieve small information loss probabilities.
A. Normalized Transmitted Bits (NTB) Prefetch Algorithm
We define to be the normalized number of transmitted bits for stream up to time , i.e., (10) We rewrite the information loss probability of stream as (11) (12) (13) where (12) follows by noting that is approximately equal to the total number of bits in stream up to time (i.e., for large : ). Hence maximizing minimizes the information loss probability.
We propose the least normalized transmitted bit (NTB) prefetch algorithm that selects the next frame to be transmitted at time by selecting the stream with , i.e., we employ the priority function , as detailed in Fig. 5 . With the NTB algorithm, the stream with the smallest has the highest priority. If any two streams, say stream and , have the same smallest , then the NTB policy selects the stream with the earlier playout deadline . If there is again a tie, it selects the stream with the largest frame. 
1) Fairness Properties of NTB Prefetch Algorithm: Lemma 2:
The NTB algorithm satisfies at any time , , where . Proof: At the beginning of transmission (i.e., at time 0), for all streams and thus the claim holds initially. Suppose that after the -th frame transmission the claim holds. Also suppose that the -th frame transmission starts at time and the transmission completed at time . From the algorithm it follows that (14) From the induction hypothesis, we have that (15) (16) as illustrated in Fig. 6 . From (14) and (16),
. Hence, at any time the claim holds.
2) Efficiency Properties of NTB Prefetch Algorithm:
Suppose that there exists an optimal algorithm that maximizes the total number of transmitted normalized bits while the transmitted normalized bits among clients are even. Let be the total number of transmitted normalized bits to all clients up to time using algorithm . Then each client has received roughly normalized bits and has received roughly actual bits up to time . Since we are fully utilizing the bandwidth, the total amount of actual bits that our algorithm has transmitted up to time is the same as the total amount of actual bits that algorithm has transmitted. Now, we claim that at time , of our proposed NTB algorithm is no less than , where . Suppose that , say for some positive number . Since we must have , which violates Lemma 2 and in turn proves the following theorem. Theorem 3: At time , of the NTB prefetch algorithm is no less than , where is the total number of transmitted normalized bits up to time using an optimal algorithm.
B. Ratio of Transmitted Bits (RTB) Prefetch Algorithm
We rewrite the information loss probability of stream as follows (17) (18) Hence, maximizing the ratio of the number of transmitted bits to the total number of bits minimizes the information loss probability of each stream. In this spirit, we propose the least Ratio of Transmitted Bits (RTB) prefetch algorithm that schedules a frame of the stream with smallest for the next transmission. The RTB policy is the same as the NTB policy, except the way we define denominator of the priority function. The RTB policy uses the ratio of the number of transmitted bits to the total number of bits to be transmitted up to time while the NTB policy uses the normalized transmitted bits. Initially, we set for all . Let be multiplied by current time . Then when is large. This implies that for a sufficiently large , the priority of RTB is almost the same as that of NTB. Hence we expect that the RTB would perform as well as the NTB. In fact, our simulation results indicate that the information loss probability of RTB is typically lower than that of NTB. This appears to be due to the fact that the RTB policy relies on the actual number of transmitted bits, instead of the average number of transmitted bits over long time horizons.
C. Weighted Normalized Transmitted Bits (WNTB) Prefetch Algorithm
The weighted normalized transmitted bits (WNTB) algorithm combines the NTB policy with a weighing according to the number of prefetched frames. The WNTB priority function is obtained by multiplying with the number of prefetched frames, i.e.,
The WNTB algorithm schedules a frame for the stream with the smallest for the next transmission. The priority function of this hybrid algorithm considers the playout deadlines of the frames in addition to the amount of information that has been transmitted so far. A stream without prefetched frames (i.e., ) has the highest priority. However, if more than one client have zero prefetched frames, then the client that has received less bits should have higher priority. In order to permit this differentiation, we use for the weighing instead . Similar reasoning leads to the weighted ratio of transmitted bits (WRTB) prefetch algorithm.
We conclude this section on the algorithm-theoretic analysis of the transmitted bits based prefetch algorithms by noting that to the best of our knowledge the lost bits based prefetch algorithms are theoretically largely intractable.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS In this section we evaluate the proposed prefetch algorithms through simulations using traces of MPEG-4 encoded video. All used traces correspond to videos with a frame rate of 25 frames per second, i.e., the frame period is . The simulation implements the continuous-time model specified in Section II with frame playout deadlines that are discrete integer multiples of the frame period . The scheduling decisions are made on a continuous-time basis, driven by the completion of the individual frame transmissions. That is, a new frame transmission is scheduled to commence as soon as the current frame transmission ends, irrespective of the discrete frame playout deadlines. The peak to mean ratios, standard deviations, and coefficients of variation (standard deviation normalized by mean frame size) of the frame sizes of the video traces used for the simulations are given in Table III . To study the effects of video bit rate variability on the prefetch algorithms we transformed the original video traces to obtain high variance video traces. This transformation increased the frame sizes of large frames and decreased the sizes of small frames while keeping the average bit rate fixed at 64 kbps. Throughout, we refer the original video traces as the low variance video traces, and the transformed video traces as the high variance video traces. To simulate a mix of different video lengths (run times), we generated for each video a set of 21 trace segments consisting of the full-length (108,000 frame) trace, the two halves of the full-length trace, the three thirds, the four quarters, the five fifth, and the six sixth of the full length trace. Each segment was scaled to have an average bit rate of 64 kbit/sec.
For a detailed comparison of the different proposed continuous time prefetch algorithms, we first conduct steady state simulations where all clients start at time zero with empty prefetch buffers and there are always streams in progress, all of which are collaboratively considered by the evaluated prefetching mechanisms. Each client selects uniformly randomly a video title, one of the trace segments for the selected title, and a uniform random starting phase into the selected trace segment. The entire trace segment from the starting phase frame to the frame preceding the starting phase frame is streamed once (with wrap-around at the end of the trace segment). When a stream terminates, i.e., the last frame of the stream has been displayed at the client, the corresponding client immediately selects a new video stream, i.e., random video title, trace segment, and starting phase and begins transmitting the new stream, whereby the prefetch buffer is initially empty. We estimate the frame loss probabilities and the information (bit) loss probabilities and their 90% confidence intervals for the individual clients after a warm-up period using the method of batch means. All simulations are run until the 90% confidence intervals are less than 10% of the corresponding sample means.
For ease of discussion of the numerical results we normalize the capacity of the bottleneck link by the 64 kbit/sec average bit rate of the streams and denote this normalized capacity by . Note that , where is in units of bit/ and is the frame period in seconds.
A. Impact of Prefetch Buffer Size and Traffic Variability on Continuous-Time Prefetch Algorithms
In this section we examine the effect of client prefetch buffer size and the effect of video traffic variability on the proposed continuous-time prefetch algorithms. We consider supporting streams, each with buffer capacity , over a bottleneck link of capacity . Table IV shows the average frame loss probability and the average information probability achieved by the different algorithms for different prefetch buffer sizes for both low and high variability video streams. We observe that generally the loss probability decreases as the buffer size increases and is smaller for the low variance streams. With a larger buffer, the clients can build up larger prefetched reserves, making starvation less likely. Also, the frame sizes of the low variance are more uniform, making them generally easier to schedule.
Examining more closely the loss probabilities for the different proposed prefetch algorithms, we first observe that for the frame-based TF algorithm, the frame loss probabilities for the small buffers are significantly smaller than the information loss probabilities. This is because the TF algorithm strives to minimize the frame losses, and in doing so, tends to give preference to transmitting small frames and losing large frames. Indeed, we observe from Table IV that for the TF algorithm, the frame loss probability decreases while the information loss probability slightly increases for the high variability streams compared to the low variability streams. In the high variability streams, there are relatively fewer mid-size frames, while there are more small-sized and large-sized frames. As a consequence the TF algorithm, which is purely focused on numbers of transmitted frames tends to transmit more small frames and lose some more large frames. In contrast to the frame-based TF algorithm, we observe that for the bit-based algorithms, there is relatively little difference between the frame and the information loss probability, with the information loss probabilities tending to be generally slightly higher than the frame loss probabilities. This is because with the bit-based prefetch algorithms, the larger frames have generally the same chance to be scheduled as smaller frames, however, larger frames require more transmission time and therefore tend to be dropped more often when the playout deadline is close.
Overall, we observe that counting the actual number of transmitted (or lost) bits (as done in the RTB, WRTB, RLB, and WRLB policies) gives smaller loss probabilities than relying on the long run average (as done in the NTB, WNTB, and NLB policies). This is because the actual number of transmitted (or lost) bits more closely reflects the current priority level of a stream. Importantly, we observe that taking the number of currently prefetched frames (as done in the WNTB, WRLB, and WRLB policies) into consideration results in significant reductions in loss probability compared to the corresponding policies without the weighing. The number of prefetched frames gives an immediate indication of how close or far-in terms of frame periods-a client is to starvation and thus helps significantly in selecting the client that is most in need of a frame. Combining the counting of the actual number of transmitted (or lost) bits with the weighing by the number of current prefetched frames (as done in the WRTB and WRLB policies) gives the smallest loss probabilities. We also observe that there is generally little difference between considering the transmitted bits or the lost bits.
B. Comparison Between Discrete-Time and Continuous-Time Prefetch Algorithms
In this section we compare three representative discrete-time prefetch algorithms, namely deadline credit (DC) [21] , join-theshortest-queue (JSQ) [28] , and bin packing (BP) [27] , with the continuous-time prefetch algorithms proposed in this paper. We employ start-up simulations for this comparison since the DC scheme is formulated for the start-up scenario in [21] . In the start-up simulations, each of the streams starts at time zero with an empty prefetch buffer and uniformly randomly selects a full-length video trace and independently uniformly randomly a starting phase into the selected trace. The full-length trace is then streamed once and the frame and information loss probabilities for each stream are recorded. We run many independent replications of this start-up simulation until the 90% confidence intervals of the loss probabilities are less than 10% of the corresponding means. In each replication, all streams start with an empty prefetch buffer at time zero and select a random full-length trace and starting phase.
For the DC scheme, we use a slot length of 1/2000th of the frame period, i.e., slots. To convert the buffer occupation in bytes to the maximum deadline credit, we use the actual sizes of the frames in the buffer. In the BP scheme, we use the window size of 128 frames, which is a reasonable window size for a prefetch buffer of [27] . 
1) Impact of Buffer Size and Traffic Variability:
In Table V we report the average loss probabilities for the discrete-time and continuous-time prefetch algorithms for different prefetch buffer sizes for both the low and high variability streams. In Fig. 7 we plot the frame and information loss probabilities for the individual clients for a prefetch buffer of . We first note that for this start-up scenario, the comparison tendencies among the different continuous-time prefetch algorithms are generally unchanged from the steady-state scenario considered in Section VII-A.
Turning to the comparison of continuous-and discrete-time prefetch algorithms, we observe that for both the low and high variability streams, the discrete-time prefetch algorithms give significantly larger frame and information loss probabilities than the continuous-time algorithms. Typically, the continuous-time prefetch algorithms reduce the starvation probabilities by a factor of four or more compared to the discrete-time algorithms. This improvement is primarily due to utilizing the full bandwidth by scheduling video frames across frame periods with the continuous-time prefetch algorithms. The frame loss probabilities achieved by BP for small prefetch buffers are an exception to this general trend in that BP achieves frame loss probabilities as low as the continuous-time algorithms, but BP has information loss probabilities much larger than the continuous-time algorithms. This behavior is caused by BP's strategy to look for small frames by temporarily skipping large frames that do not fit into the remaining transmission capacity in a frame period and thus prefetching more future small frames. In contrast, the JSQ algorithm does not skip frames, but rather scans the next frame to be transmitted for all ongoing streams to find frames that fit into the remaining transmission capacity in a frame period. As observed from Table V, this JSQ strategy results in larger frame loss probabilities, but smaller information loss probabilities compared to BP.
Regarding fairness, we observe from Fig. 7 for both low and high variability streams that the discrete-time prefetching algorithms generally provide the individual clients with approximately equal frame loss probabilities, but that the information loss probabilities can vary significantly between clients. Indeed, the discrete-time prefetch algorithms have primarily been designed to be fair in terms of the frame loss probability, while the information loss probability has been largely ignored in the development of the discrete-time algorithms. In contrast, the continuous-time prefetch algorithms can provide fairness in terms of the frame or information loss probability corresponding to the adopted priority function. More specifically, the frame-based TF prefetch policy meets the very tight fairness criterion of Lemma 1, and gives consequently essentially identical frame loss probabilities, as observed in Fig. 7 . The individual information loss probabilities achieved with the TF algorithm vary only slightly. Also, the bit-based prefetch algorithms give good fairness both in terms of frame and information loss probability. Overall, the continuous-time prefetch algorithms avoid the pronounced differences between the frame loss probability and the information loss probability behaviors observed for BP by not selectively prefetching frames with specific properties (such as small number of bits). Instead, the continuous-time prefetch algorithms transmit the frames of a given stream in order of their playout deadlines.
2) Impact of Utilization Level and System Size:
In this section we analyze the impact of the utilization level, i.e., the ratio of number of supported streams to normalized link capacity , and the system size, i.e., the number of multiplexed streams for a fixed utilization level, on frame and information loss.
We vary the utilization level by fixing and considering a range of normalized link capacities .
Considering first the overload scenarios with in Table VI , we observe that the continuous-time prefetching algorithms achieve information loss probabilities closer to the theoretical minimum of than the discrete-time algorithms. Consistent with our earlier observations, the WRTB and WRLB algorithms achieve information loss probabilities closest to the theoretical minimum. We also observe that even slight overload conditions with result in fairly large increases in the loss probabilities from the stability limit scenario. The loss probabilities of the continuous-time algorithms increase by factors of around three to five, whereas the discrete time algorithms, which have already larger loss probabilities at the stability limit, experience relatively smaller increases of the information loss probabilities by factors less than two. Further increasing the utilization by reducing the link capacity to results roughly in a doubling of the loss probabilities compared to the case. For the extreme overload case of , we observe information loss probabilities close to the theoretical minimum of 1/2 and correspondingly large frame loss probabilities.
Turning to the reduction in the utilization level by increasing from 64 to 64.5, we observe that all algorithms, except DC and BP, achieve reductions in the loss probabilities by roughly a factor of two. The BP algorithm achieves a reduction by a factor of close to two for the information loss probability; but the frame loss probability, which is already very small for , is only very slightly further reduced. The DC algorithm can extract only small reductions of the loss probabilities for the lower utilization. Overall, we conclude that the proposed continuous-time prefetch algorithms achieve information loss probabilities close to the theoretical minimum for overload conditions, and provide significant reductions in the loss probability for even slight reductions on the utilization below the stability limit.
From Table VII we observe that the system size has a relatively minor impact on the performance of the prefetching algorithms. Larger systems that multiplex more streams for the same utilization level have somewhat increased opportunities for statistical multiplexing and therefore achieve very slightly smaller loss probabilities.
3) Impact of Heterogeneous Streams: In this section we examine the impact of heterogenous streams on the performance of the prefetching algorithms. We first consider concurrently streaming 32 low variability streams and 32 high variability streams over an link to clients with a prefetch buffer using start-up simulations. We report the mean frame and information loss probabilities experienced by the group of 32 clients receiving low variability streams and the group of 32 clients receiving high variability streams in Table VIII. We observe from the table that generally the prefetch algorithms provide relatively good fairness to the two groups of video clients with both groups experiencing roughly equivalent frame and information loss probabilities. In a few instances, the high variability clients experience slightly higher loss probabilities, reflecting that the higher variability traffic is more challenging to schedule. The exception to this relatively good fairness performance for both loss probability measures is the TF algorithm, which gives both groups of clients equivalent frame loss probabilities, but significantly larger information loss probabilities to the high variability clients. This behavior is due to the frame-based nature of the TF algorithm, which enforces the same frame loss probability for all clients, but does not consider the sizes of the video frames. The high variability streams contain relatively more large-sized frames, which are more difficult For further insight into the loss probabilities experienced by the individual clients we plot in Fig. 8 the frame and information loss probabilities for the individual clients. We observe that the algorithms that provide good fairness among the groups also provide good fairness among the individual clients within a given group. Especially the continuous-time prefetch algorithms counting the actual numbers of bits and incorporating weighing according to the number of prefetched frames (done in WRTB and WRLB) achieve uniform information loss probabilities across the individual clients.
In a second heterogenous streaming scenario we consider 32 clients that receive video with an average bit rate of 64 kbps and 16 clients that receive video with an average bit rate of 128 kbps. Note that the total average bit rate is equivalent to 64 clients concurrently receiving 64 kbps steams. We set as in the preceding start-up simulations. Table IX shows the average frame and information loss probabilities for the two groups of clients. We observe that the frame-based algorithms provide similar frame loss probabilities to the two groups, with the DC and TF algorithms providing particularly strict fairness. On the other hand, the bit-based algorithms provide similar information loss probabilities to the two groups. The algorithms incorporating the long run average rates show slight differences, while the algorithms considering the actual number of transmitted bits demonstrate very good fairness performance.
Lastly, comparing the loss probabilities for the heterogenous scenarios in Tables VIII and IX with the corresponding loss probabilities for the homogeneous scenario, e.g., the low variability streams with scenario in Table V , we observe that the DC algorithm gives overall somewhat higher loss probabilities for the heterogeneous scenarios. The other algorithms give overall roughly equivalent loss probability levels for the homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed and evaluated continuous-time algorithms for the collaborative prefetching of continuous media with discrete playout deadlines, such as encoded video. The continuous-time algorithms allow for the transmission of video frames across frame period boundaries. In contrast, previously studied collaborative prefetching schemes typically scheduled video frames for transmission during a given frame period and did not permit transmissions across the frame period boundaries. This led to inefficiencies in the form of unused transmission capacity at the end of a frame period, when no frame could fit into the remaining capacity. The continuous-time prefetching algorithms developed in this paper overcome these inefficiencies and typically reduce the starvation probabilities by a factor of four or more. We have formally analyzed the fairness and efficiency characteristics of the proposed continuous-time prefetching algorithms.
There are many exciting avenues for future work on continuous-time collaborative prefetching. One direction is to consider the streaming from several distributed servers over a common bottleneck to clients. In the present study the video was streamed from a single server and all the scheduling decisions were made at that single server. In a multi-server scenario, which could arise when streaming in parallel from several peers in a peer-to-peer network, the different servers would need coordinate their transmissions so as to achieve overall low starvation probabilities and good fairness. Another direction is to explore the continuous-time prefetching over wireless links. In the present study, the bottleneck link was reliable, i.e., a video frame scheduled on the link was guaranteed to arrive at the client. In contrast, wireless links are unreliable, i.e., a transmitted frame may be dropped on the wireless link, and possibly require retransmission. , and a B.S. degree in Computer Science, both at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992 and 1990, respectively. Prof. Richa's main area of research is in network algorithms. Some of the topics Dr. Richa has worked on include packet scheduling, distributed load balancing, packet routing, mobile network clustering and routing protocols, and distributed data tracking. Prof. Richa's data tracking (or name lookup) algorithm has been widely recognized as the first benchmark algorithm for the development of distributed databases in peer-to-peer networking, having being references by over 130 academic journal or conference publications to date, and being implemented as part of two of the current leading projects in peer-to-peer networking. Dr. Richa's was the recipient of an NSF CAREER Award in 1999. For a selected list of her publications, CV, and current research projects, please visit http://www.public.asu.edu/aricha. 
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